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On OUR COvER
Men from the LCI 412 watch as the LCI 553 (left) and LCI 410 (right) unload 
troops on Omaha Beach during the Normandy Invasion on June 6, 1944.
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ROBERt hIggInS FIndS 1941 CASt IROn 
StOvE FOR LCI 713
While reading the local Staten Island newspaper recently, Associate Member Robert Higgins 
stumbled upon a story of an old ship that had been patched-up and salvaged after it crashed 
on shore in the wake of Hurricane Sandy.  Robert wondered if the ship had an old fashioned 
coffee maker.  Curiously, he reached out to the salvage company, which owns the old ship.  
The salvage company told Robert they did not have an old-fashioned coffee maker (the old 
coffee maker had been replaced), but they did have a 1941 diesel-powered, cast iron stove that 
he could have if he wanted it!  Robert expressed his interest in obtaining it, and the salvage 
company was nice enough to set the stove aside exclusively for Robert and the LCI 713.  What 
a kind gesture!

Robert has set his sights on his next goal…
To get the stove to the LCI 713 for the Portland Reunion
GOOD LUCK AND THANKS ROBERT!
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A Word from the Old man
New leadership for a new year!
It’s a genuine pleasure for me to welcome Zach Morris as my replacement as 
editor of Elsie Item!
 Zach, motivated by admiration for his grandfather’s (Stephen Ganz-
berger) role in serving on two LCIs, has enthusiastically assumed the duties 
of editor with this issue.  He brings expertise and writing ability along with 
his enthusiasm and you will see that demonstrated in this first issue under 
his leadership.  He’s been kind enough to offer me the opportunity to write a 
column and it will be a pleasure to do so.  As you who know me personally are aware, it’s not hard to get me started talking 
about something in which I’m interested (a bit harder to get me stopped) so I don’t believe I’ll run out of things to say.  I’ll 
just try to come up with stuff, which may be interesting or useful to you old LCIers as well as to the coming generation.
 First off, I want you to know how good I feel about the change in our leadership.  Mike Gatton (or to use his full official 
title, Reverend Doctor Michael Gatton!) has proven his commitment to the association for a long time and it would be hard 
to imagine anyone who could step into the leadership with more to offer in dedication or ability.  Fresh new hands are at 
the helm!  Course and Speed as before.  The watch is relieved and we are underway!
 So, here are some of the things I’d be chatting about with you if I were to meet you in person:

the French Legion of honor
Did you know that the French Government is awarding their Legion of Honor to all who participated in the D-Day land-
ings, June 6, 1944?  A retired Navy Captain I met recently put me on to it and I know some of you have already received 
the medal.  It’s about a year-long process because they vet applicants carefully.  You’ll need to supply a copy of your DD214 
and complete a three-page application form.  If approved, you’ll be invited to a ceremony where representatives of the 
French government will present the medal and citation.  The contact I have is Mrs. Virginie Mathien, Consulate General 
de France, Lenox Building Suite 500, Atlanta, GA 30326.  A note that address will bring you the application form and 
necessary information.

Support for Combat veterans
 As the combat situation in Afghanistan is winding down, more and more returned veterans are in need of help.  You 
who have served in combat yourself may be in a position to assist vets who come home whose lives are being challenged 
by Post Combat Stress Disorder.  I’ve been privileged to be a part of a group working to support combat vets here in the 
Columbia area and will be glad to provide you with more information about this if you wish.  Just drop me a line (address 
is on the officer’s page).

Relations with the LSt Association
 Some of you old-timers know that attempts to get together with the LST Association in the past have not been 
successful, but things may be changing for the better.  I’ve had the privilege of getting to know Walt Wilholz, “Admiral” of 
their association and have found that he is very interested in the possibility of our associations coming closer together.  
Their board has been in discussion on this and it’s possible that, with both associations reaching out a bit to each other, 
some sort of joining together might just come about.  The LST Association is still quite large, about 4,000 members and 
one of the concerns of our members has been that we might just get swallowed up in the larger organization, so that issue 
will have to be examined carefully.  You might just want to let your board members know what you think of the idea.

Recruiting from “Remembering the LCI vets”
 If you’ve been on Facebook, you probably know that there is a group known as “Remembering the LCI Vets” that 
draws a lot of response.  Lots of good things get posted to their page.  I’m wondering if we can come up with some 
creative way of persuading many of those enthusiasts to join our association.  A hundred or so new members would really 
improve our financial position and it would offer them the opportunity to really remember LCI Vets.  Any ideas?  

Support the 713!
 Most of you will have received the mail-out from the Amphibious Forces Memorial Museum soliciting financial 
support for the continued renovation of the 713.  Those volunteers are doing great things with the old ship and it’s looking 
more and more like it did when it was first launched.  The cost of bottom replacement is huge and they do need every bit 
of help they can get.  I want to urge every one of you to contribute as much as you can to this effort.  Remember, along 
with the 1091, it’s your ship!

 ‘Nuff for now!

John Cummer
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The Search That Almost Wasn’t
 If it were not for events that started almost a decade earlier, this search to locate the owner of 
the US Navy knife would never have been possible.  It was late summer in 1999 when I opened a 
letter from Wally Holman (a Boatswain Mate on the USS LCI 35) addressed to Stanley Galik, reading, 

Reuniting Lost US navy Knife
with LCI Sailor’s next of Kin
LCI National Association Affiliate Member and Fishing Tackle Collector 
Team-up to Return George E. MacNeal’s (LCI 35) US Navy Knife

—Stan galik, Affiliate Member, LCI National Association (son of Stanley Galik, USS LCI 35)

—Steve Barrow, Fishing Tackle Collector

The US Navy Knife found by Steve Barrow
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“Hi fellow shipmate.”  At the time, I didn’t fully 
realize what a wonderful and rewarding journey 
I was about to undertake.  
 Although the letter was addressed correctly, 
the intended recipient was my father with whom 
I shared a common name.  The letter extended 
an invitation for my father to join other LCI 
shipmates for the 25th reunion being held in San 
Diego, California the following year.  Although 
unknown to Wally at the time, my father passed 
away 12 years earlier in August 1987.  
 Immediately after reading the letter my 
interest in my father’s Navy service during 
WWII was rekindled.  As a young child, I vaguely 
remembered my father sharing some of his 
“war stories” and his life in the Navy as a cook.  
Unfortunately, as time passed, my father spoke 
less and less of his time in the service. With 
questions still fresh in my mind, I decided to 
contact Wally, a fellow shipmate, who would 
afford me an excellent opportunity to gain 
some additional perspectives on my father’s life, 
especially of his WWII experience.   
 I called Wally and after informing him of my 
father’s passing, we spent some time discussing 
his own Navy service and life on the USS LCI 
35.  I also wanted to know how well he knew 
my father, the cook on the ship, and if he had 
other information about my father that he 
could share.  Wally was especially gracious in 
his comments about my father, even saying 
my father was the “only one he knew that could 
make SPAM taste like steak or chicken”.  He 
also suggested that I contact other shipmates 
to find out more information.  At about the 
same time I was trying to contact fellow LCI 
35 shipmates, I stumbled across the USS LCI 
National Association website (www.usslci.
com) developed by Richard Bischoff in honor 
of his father Karl’s service on the USS LCI 489.  
Richard, through the website, also afforded 
former LCI shipmates, their families, and others 
an opportunity to reconnect with fellow LCI 
shipmates through the website guestbook 
feature.  I now knew that I wanted to know 
more about my father and his fellow shipmates 
and decided to undertake a major project – 
developing a website in his honor.
 When my father died in 1987, I received 
some of his personal effects including his 
treasured scrapbook albums loaded with the 

photographs, greeting cards, post cards and 
memorabilia that he collected from his time in 
the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) and the 
US Navy in WWII.   
 Over the next year, I was fortunate enough 
to speak with seven (7) living shipmates of 
my father on several occasions and was able 
to ask them questions about their service and 
their knowledge of my father.  I then dusted 
off my father’s albums and began an extensive 
three-year research into my father’s service in 
both the CCC and the US Navy with a special 
emphasis on the crew and saga of the USS LCI 35 
throughout the war.  In conducting this research, 
especially through interviews and the “Deck Log” 
of the LCI 35, I gained a greater appreciation for 
the sacrifices that my father, his shipmates, and 
others just like him made during the war. 
 The culmination of this research resulted 
in www.galik.com/stanleygalik1922 -- which 
was launched in early 2003.  This website, 
developed as a tribute to my father’s memory 
also was intended to honor other LCI sailors, 
all military personnel and their families and 
the many others who made tremendous 
sacrifices both here and abroad during WWII.  
Since the launch of the site, I have been simply 
overwhelmed and humbled by all the positive 
responses the website continues to receive.   
During the years since the site was developed, 
I have been contacted by: archivists, historians, 
authors, LCI sailors, media representatives, and 
others with an interest in WWII.  I have also 
received inquiries, comments and requests from 
children, grandchildren, and other relatives 
of individuals mentioned in the website.  I am 
especially indebted to all these individuals for 
reaffirming my belief that the time-consuming 
work that is reflected in the site was worthwhile.
 But perhaps, one of the more gratifying 
experiences for me occurred after I received the 
email message: “Hello, I have found a US Navy 
knife from WWII…” from Steve Barrow in March 
2008. Many hours in the following 6 months 
were devoted to locating George MacNeal or 
his family.  The following account reflects our 
persistent efforts to find George E. MacNeal or 
a member of his family.  It also demonstrates 
the generosity, willingness and commitment of 
Steve to find the original owner of the knife.
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Finding the Knife – The Search Begins 
 One of Steve Barrow’s primary hobbies is 
collecting old fishing lures and related tackle. 
Each year he tries to attend three or four vintage 
tackle shows sponsored by two organizations 
that he is a member: the National Fishing Lure 
Collector’s Club (NFLCC) and Carolina Antique 
Tackle Collectors (CATC).  One of Steve’s favorite 
shows is the NFLCC Region 3 Winterfest held 
annually in January in Pigeon Forge, TN. At the 
2008 show he was approached by fellow tackle 
collector Gene McIntyre with a knife he thought 
Steve might be interested in. Gene told Steve 
that the knife and sheath had been found in a 
tackle box at a yard sale in the Tidewater area of 

Virginia, and he offered to sell it to him for the 
nominal price of $5.00. Steve quickly accepted. 
He immediately recognized the knife and 
leather sheath, as being of World War II Navy 
vintage.  The knife closely resembled another 
knife he had previously seen that belonged to 
a World War II Navy aviator from the Pacific 
Theater.  Upon closer examination, Steve saw 
that the front of the sheath carried the etched 
initials “G.E.M.” below a “USN”, and on the back 
was the name “George E. MacNeal.”
 Looking at the knife instantly generated a 
host of questions: “Had George survived the 
war? Where had he served? Was he still alive? 
Could he be located?” Steve then decided that 
he needed to attempt to answer these questions, 
and if possible return the knife to George 

MacNeal or to his family. He started his quest 
for George E. MacNeal with a “Google” search 
on the Internet, which he “thought would be a 
‘long shot’, fully expecting it to have no favorable 
results.  But to my (Steve’s) amazement there 
was a hit!!” The website was www.galik.com/
stanleygalik1922 where he learned that a George 
Elmer MacNeal had served during World War II 
on the USS LCI 35, and that he had seen combat 
during the Allied invasions of Sicily, Salerno, 
Anzio, and Normandy. Steve also exclaimed 
that, “Better yet, there were pictures of George 
MacNeal!”
 Steve then navigated to the “contact us” 
portion of the website and sent the following 

email to lciquestions@galik.com: 
 “Hello, I have found a US Navy 
knife from WWII vintage that has 
the name George E. MacNeal on 
the sheath. I believe that is George 
Elmer MacNeal who served on the 
LCI 35, and I would like to return the 
knife to him or his family. Can you 
help? Thanks…”
 Steve, whose previous experiences 
in contacting website administrators 
and receiving replies usually took 
days or even weeks, was amazed 
again when I responded the same 
night.  Since I was as excited about 
the knife as Steve, we agreed to jointly 
search for George MacNeal or a 
member of his family.  

Initial Efforts to Locate George MacNeal or 
Family Member Were Unsuccessful 
 When I first communicated with Steve 
Barrow, I vaguely recalled that in interviewing 
Clarence Robins in 2002 (a LCI 35 crew member 
contacted when I was developing the website 
in honor of my father), Clarence told me that 
George MacNeal, a fellow shipmate on the 
LCI 35, married his sister after the war. When I 
later reviewed my interview and other notes, I 
confirmed this information, but I also discovered 
that George MacNeal passed away in 1997 and 
was living in Littleton, Colorado at the time of 
his death. Clarence would have been a great 
resource in locating George’s family, but a 
grandson of Clarence informed me in an email 
message dated March 2, 2006 that Clarence 

George MacNeal in the Radio Room of the LCI 35
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passed away a few days earlier.  His death made 
our search efforts more difficult.  However, even 
with little information to go on, Steve and I were 
undaunted about the task at hand – returning 
the knife to a family member of George MacNeal.  
The search was now on for the both of us!!
 Our periodic attempts in the ensuing 6 
months to locate any family member of either 
George MacNeal or Clarence Robins were not 
productive. Steve and I tried to contact family 
members using all public information available 
including Internet searches and public record 
searches of previously known addresses and 
telephone numbers. Steve even contacted the 
local newspaper in Littleton, Colorado hoping 
for a lead.  I sent several emails to Clarence 
Robins’ grandson seeking his assistance, but 
these emails went unanswered.  After striking 
out on all these attempts, we thought that our 
six month odyssey to return the knife to George 
or a family member reached a dead end and 
that we would never be able to return the knife.

The Search is Over— 
“Hey Steve: Finally – Success!”
 Before finally giving up on the search, I 
thought I’d make one final attempt at finding a 
relative of George MacNeal or Clarence Robins.  
Since one of my other interests is genealogy, 
I decided to use Ancestry.com to see if there 
was any useful information related to either 
Clarence Robins or George MacNeal that might 
lead me to a living relative. Although I held 
out little hope that there would be, I navigated 
through a number of the many possible 
search categories on the site before getting 
a single “hit” in the search for “MacNeal” on 
the Family Tree category”.  Most importantly, 
and to my utter amazement, this one and only 
“hit” revealed a MacNeal/Robins family tie 
and it was the one that eventually provided 
the information that led us to contact George 
MacNeal’s daughter and finally return the knife 
to her.  I immediately contacted Steve with the 
good news that our search was a success!

Steve’s Return of the Knife to George 
MacNeal’s Daughter
 In early September 2008, after the months 
of searching for a relative, we located George 
E. MacNeal’s daughter, Pamela, who now lives 
in Plantersville, Mississippi. Both of us spoke 
with her about the knife and our efforts to 
return it to her.  She was very excited about the 
knife’s return and further explained that her son 
(George MacNeal’s grandson), who is a World 
War II history buff, would be the family caretaker 
for the knife. After speaking with Pamela, Steve 
immediately mailed the knife to her.  A few days 
later Pamela sent an email message to Steve 
informing him that:  “The knife arrived today.  I 
can’t thank you enough.  I’ll always treasure it… 
I really appreciate all the trouble both you and 
Stan went to in tracking me down.”

Final Thoughts
 One of the things that Steve found most 
interesting about the knife was that it had 
stayed with its original sheath for almost 65 
years. In his search for vintage fishing tackle 
he frequently came across old knives, but they 
oftentimes were not with their original sheath. 
In this case, finding only the knife would have 
been of no value.  It was the leather sheath on 
which George MacNeal had etched his name 
that enabled us to return the knife to his family 
after all these years.  
 Both of us are extremely gratified that we 
were able to reunite the knife and sheath with 
the family of George E. MacNeal, the sailor who 
originally used it. Although it would have been 
easy to simply forego the search, we both felt 
a sense of duty to return the knife to a family 
member. We can only guess, but will never 
really know the circumstances related to its loss, 
how it was used, how many places it traveled, 
or the number of persons who may have had it 
in their possession. Our reward is knowing that 
we did everything we could to return George E. 
MacNeal’s US Navy knife to a family member 
who would value this knife as a treasured 
artifact and as a reminder of their father’s and 
grandfather’s service to his country.  
 Finally, we also want to express our gratitude 
to our veterans of all generations for their 
sacrifices in protecting our freedom, values, and 
way of life. ■
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A Word from our new President

IT WAS DURING THE EARLY YEARS OF THE NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE.  
As the second quarter ended in the championship game between the Green 

Bay Packers and the New York Giants, Green Bay Coach, Curly Lambeau 
thought about what to say.  This would be one of the most important chalk 
talks of his career.  With the Packers losing 16-14, the players counted on him 
for a revised game plan.  Unfortunately, Lambeau never gave that all-important 
halftime talk.  He got lost in thought on his way to the locker room. He opened 
the door to what he thought was the clubhouse and wound up on the street. Before he realized his 
error, the door slammed shut behind him.  The coach was locked out.  Lambeau pounded on the 
door, but it did no good.  Then he raced to the nearest gate.  The security guard refused to let him 
in.  “If you’re the coach, what are you doing out here on the sidewalk?” the guard sneered.  Lambeau 
hustled off to another gate and another guard.  But no amount of pleas or threats could get him in 
there either.  The second guard shoved him away saying, “Yeah, sure, and I’m the King of England.” 
Meanwhile, back in the locker room, the Packers were wondering where their coach went.  As the 
halftime minutes went by, the puzzled players waited.  They couldn’t agree on a new game plan.  By 
this time, their angry, red-faced coach had charged the main gate, only to be stopped once again.  
Screaming at the top of his lungs, Lambeau attracted a big crowd, including some reporters.  The 
reporters recognized Lambeau right away.  They convinced the guards that he was indeed the 
Green Bay coach.  By the time he reached the locker room, though, the second half was about to 
begin. Without Lambeau’s instructions, the Packers faltered in the last two quarters and lost the 
championship 23-17. 
 Now is the time when the “new coach” has been called upon to motivate the “team” with an 
inspiring article for the next half of the game—a daunting task—maybe even impossible.
What an honor it is to be named the first National LCI Association President, not of the “Greatest 
Generation.”  Like Harry Truman assuming the role of Commander in Chief after Franklin 
Roosevelt’s sudden death, I feel far too inadequate for the task.  Indeed, it might be easier to be 
“locked out of the stadium” like Coach Lambeau.  But, that’s not the case.  You have entrusted me and 
my fellow Associates with the future of this organization, and I promise you our best effort to assure 
its continued health.
 John Cummer and those who preceded him and served alongside him have given us a model 
to emulate.  Four leadership characteristics stand out during their tenure: vision, communication, 
persistence, and the ability to turn loose when it’s time.  In the days and year to come, we will 
reach out to other amphibious groups to assure that the association will continue in one form 
or another.  The vision will continue, even if in another form.  The Elsie Item is one of the best 
WW2 historical newsletters, and with Zach Morris’ new role and John’s continued guidance, our 
challenge is to maintain that standard.  Regardless, your new board is committed to continued clear 
communication with all members of our association.  A task force will be appointed to work with 
Hal to explore other avenues of funding and how we might be more fiscally conservative in order 
that the Association might continue beyond the longevity of an aging membership—another lesson 
in persistence learned at your feet.  And, finally, when the new course is clear and the ship is sea-
worthy, it will be time to turn the helm over to a new captain—may God give us the insight to know 
when it’s time to turn loose. 
 Unlike the Packers and Coach Lambeau, I pray we will not falter and lose. Grateful for the work to 
which we have been called and appreciative of the example John and his leadership has provided, 
let’s cast off the lines and begin the next leg of our voyage. 

Mike Gatton
President, National LCI Association 
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IN MEMORIAM
“Almighty and eternal God, from whose love we cannot be parted, either by death or life;

hear our prayers and thanksgiving for those whom we here remember.
Grant unto sorrowing family and shipmates the blessing of your peace that passes understanding.”

LCI 643
Vincent C. Boylan

LCI 565
James A. Lennon

LCI 237
Wayne Bryant

LCI 752
George Benton

LCI 948
Donald P. Kennedy (Skipper)

LCI 948 
John Krulish

LCI 455 and 
LSM(R) 401

Henry “Hank” Lai

LCI 396
Richard T. Burke
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The following is an article originally written by 
Harrison Martin and published in the Mid-
October, 1944 issue of a magazine called “Our 
Navy,” which is no longer in publication.  Martin 
served as a Quartermaster aboard the USS LCI (L) 
411 during the D-Day Invasion on June 6, 1944, 
in Normandy.  The LCI (L) 411 unloaded Army 
troops of the 29th Infantry Division near ‘Easy 
Green’ area on Omaha Beach under intense 
enemy fire.  
 This article is significantly longer than 
those typically published in the “Elsie Item,” 
but came with the highest recommendations 
from members of the Board of Directors.  It was 
decided to include this article as it was originally 

published – re-printed in its entirety. 
 Photos added are courtesy of Navsource.org 
and were not part of the original article.

I WAS STARTING ON MY THIRD INVASION.  
All of the original petty officer complement 
of the LCI (L) 411 had taken part in the 

assaults on Salerno.  These had been merely 
the dress rehearsals.  During our long voyage 
home from the Mediterranean in the hold of a 
Liberty Ship and later as we fitted out our new 
LCI for a cruise to the South Pacific we veterans 
congratulated one another on having avoided 
the invasion of Western Europe.  We regarded 
that as suicidal and the Amphibious craft who 

“In mOntY’S WAKE”
A Dynamic Word Picture of One LCI (L) on D-Day
By HARRISON P. MARTIN
Edited/Revised by Zach Morris

Men aboard the LCI 412 watch the nearby LCI 553 and LCI 410 as they land troops 
on Omaha Beach, 6 June 1944. (Photo courtesy of Navsource.org) 
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would spearhead it had our sympathy.  But 
here we were following in the wake of General 
Montgomery’s flagship.
 In command we had Lt. (j.g.) Philip H. 
Alston, Jr. 32-year-old Atlanta lawyer, who 
had never before been to sea in any capacity 
whatsoever but whose natural gifts are such 
that he became overnight not only a competent 
mariner but also the most successful leader 
of men it has ever been my privilege to serve.  
Ensigns George Laughlin and Elmer Watkins, 
executive and engineering officer, respectively, 
has worked up from the ranks of naval service—
the surest road to confidence and regard of 
enlisted men.  Ensign Paul Allen was fresh 
from Midshipmen’s School.
 As I have said, all of the petty officers had 
overseas experience.  We had all been in LCI’s 
except Pharmacist’s Mate Frank Pittinger who 
had served in a transport.  The non-rated men 
were mostly new to the service.  The majority of 
them were of mature years, steady and reliable.  
The few very young recruits we have decided to 
pattern themselves after their older comrades, 
and we have had very little disciplinary trouble.  
I have been in ships where just the opposite 
was the case, where the most childish, the lease 
responsible, the dirtiest and foulest mouthed 
have set the standard, and that was hell afloat.
 Although a Landing Craft, Infantry, is an 
ocean-going vessel she spends by far the 
greater part of her time in port.  She puts to sea 
only for occasional practice maneuvers until the 
“real thing”—invasion—comes her way.  Then 
there is a brief period of excitement, dangers, 
then a longer interval of troop-ferrying or escort 
duty, and finally the whole cycle begins again in 
preparation for the next invasion.  Those of us 
who had been through the cycle before made 
the best of the waiting period.  We extracted 
every bit of enjoyment from each shore liberty.  
We whiled away our time on board pleasantly 
enough; we had a well stocked library, a radio, 
and a phonograph.  But we all knew that we had 
come here for one purpose, and the question 
was—“When?”
 “D-Day” as it approached cast its shadow 
before it.  We were ordered to “Strip ship,” 
sending ashore all excess material and the 
greater part of our personal belongings.  Then 
we began a period of shuttling up and down 

the coast, calling at sundry ports.  This was 
probably for the mere purpose of confusing the 
enemy’s aerial reconnaissance as we never “did 
anything” at these places.  Finally we returned 
to our base, where a capacity load of U.S. shock 
infantry was deposited on board us.  There was 
much running about of dispatch boats.  There 
were frequent conferences of commanding 
officers, from which our captain returned loaded 
down with mysterious charts and papers.  “This 
is IT,” we said.  And it was.
 The captain had prepared a list of those 
who were to succeed to the command as their 
seniors fell.  First came the officers in order of 
their rank, then Signalman First Class Mundy, 
myself, Acting Chief Boatswain’s Mate Potts 
and finally Gunner’s Mate Fell.  Most of the 
material I had to wade through dealt with 
the formidable defenses that lay in wait for 
us—strong points, pill boxes, batteries and the 
obstacles that would be on the beach; wire, 
fences, hurdles, posts, booms, mines.  Nothing 
was said of our countering resources, and the 
one-sided impression was not very stimulating.
 But once we slipped our buoy and got under 
way, all sense of depression sloughed away.  I do 
not understand why.  I merely state the fact.
 The assembly port to which we proceeded 
did not present a confidence-inspiring picture.  
I missed the huge concentration of hearteningly 
visible craft to which the Mediterranean 
Invasions had accustomed me.  Of course I 
knew that, somewhere, the most enormous 
force ever gathered for a single operation was 
awaiting the word to “Go!”  But my heart sank 
when I contemplated the pitifully weak force at 
this one place.  Even with “Monty” at our head, 
how could we dare assail the terrible West Wall 
with such a handful?
 Somewhere on shore the irrevocable word 
was spoken.  We weighed anchor and stood out 
into the Channel.  Just two columns of puny 
LCI’s a handful of huge, misproportioned U.S. 
Navy assault transports, several of the graceful 
“Landing Ships, Infantry, (Small)” which the 
British fashioned from peacetime channel 
liners, and a few little escorts.  The day was 
gloomy.  Visibility was poor, and the big ships 
on the flank were mere ghostly silhouettes.  The 
Channel was lumpy, grey, and discouraging.  
But there was one inspiring feature of this 
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convoy—it went full speed.  Invasion fleets in 
my experience had barely crawled, but now this 
one snored along at a rousing dozen knots!  The 
gloom, the choppy water added to the sense 
of motion.  There was majesty, power in the 
convoy’s advance.
 The troops went quietly to their births.  
Some of the crew also slept.  I tried, but could 
not.  When would the Luftwaffe strike out 
at us, as it had smashed at us on the way to 
Salerno?  Nobody knows why it let us past 
without interference.  Long before dawn, we 
were circling, circling, circling in our appointed 
area.  Only the LCI contingent was in sight.  We 
watched the first flares break out in fiery clusters 
over the distant coast as our bombers went in.  
A few flak bursts of enormous explosive force 
were seen.  Perhaps the greater part of the anti-
aircraft fire was too far away for us to see.  At any 
rate we saw planes fall in staggering numbers.  
Theirs or ours?  We had no way of knowing.  
Sometimes at the rate of twice in a minute a tiny 
star point of light would appear, to sink to earth 
where it would vanish in a lazy, rosy bloom.  I 
saw one plane rocket out in a terrific burst of fire 
before it subsided as a star.  Through it all not a 
sound reached us.
 As daylight broadened we began to see other 
ships.  Minesweepers, destroyers, escort vessels.  
We formed columns and began a purposeful run 
toward our jumping-off position.  A waddling 
LCT, half of her starboard side under water and 
part of her rail torn away, lurched across our 
bow.  She appeared not to be under control, 
but she was gamely struggling to carry out her 
mission.  The troops on LCI 411 were served a 
hot breakfast, but there was none for us—our 
two cooks were at their gun stations.  I nibbled 
“K-Ration” chocolate and fruit bars hoarded 
against this emergency and fortified myself with 
many a cup of coffee.
 I struggled into the anti-gas suit all sailors 
going to the beach were required to wear.  This 
outfit consisted of a pair of overall-style trousers 
and a pull-over parka.  The material was heavy 
drill, stiff and nasty with some chemical that 
was gritty to the skin and smelled exactly like 
the old Lab at Germantown Academy.  I found 
that I had to visit the “head” at least twenty times 
that morning, and bitterly cursed the person 
who had made the overalls without an opening 

in them.  At last I remedied the situation with a 
sheath knife slung to the back of my life jacket.
 Planes swarmed overhead.  Group after 
group of bombers passed over, dimly seen 
through the clouds.  The unmistakable and 
comforting shapes of the P-38’s gave evidence 
that our air forces were giving the protection 
they had promised.
 Thirty minutes before “H-Hour” the 
bombarding ships went into action.  Far ahead 
we could see the white flame and the rolling 
tawny smoke.  Now our advance parties—
Seabees and the army engineers—are going 
in to prepare the beach for our assault.  Under 
direct fire at short range they must set up 
the markers, clear away part of the deadly 
obstructions for us.  Have we surprised the foe?  
Can our beach parties hold the ground for us?  
We will know in due course.  Meanwhile, circle, 
circle, circle.  Watch and listen.
 The word “Go to general quarters” is 
welcomed.  Most of the men of an LCI crew 
are required at the 20-mm. anti-aircraft guns.  
The captain goes to the “conn” and relieves 
the officer of the deck.  With him is Signalman 
Mundy who, in addition to handling any visual 
signal traffic, wears a headset with which he will 
transmit the captain’s orders to all parts of the 
ship and whereby he proposes to give a running 
account of the action to the men whose 
stations are below decks.  Acting Chief Motor 
Machinist’s Mate Bob Miller and Fireman 
Tom Anderson man the throttles in the engine 
room.  Near them stands Electrician’s Mate 
First Class Donald Schlimgen, before his 
massive switchboard.  In the cramped steering 
gear room aft crouches Fireman Akins, one 
of our youngest.  Entirely alone, unable to see 
what is going on, it is his duty to shift over to 
hand steering in case the primary controls are 
shot away to steer until I (if I survive the wreck 
of the wheelhouse) can scramble down to 
relieve him.  At the exposed signal-flag “bag” 
stands Henry Ford, Signalman Third (we had 
a Herbert Hoover in the crew once, but he was 
transferred), assisted by my “striker,”* Seaman 
Charles Foote.  The latter must remain within 
call of the bridge, to take my place if I am a 
casualty.  Gunner Fell prowls among his guns, 
ready to put right any jam or stoppage.  Mr. 
Laughlin takes charge forward, and Lt. Watkins—
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recently promoted—is in command aft.
 I enter the circular wheelhouse, jam on my 
steel helmet, and take my place at the controller-
handle.  The ancient steering wheel has been 
abolished in the LCIs.  
 With me in the wheelhouse are Seaman 
Donald Durivage who operates the “engine 
order telegraph” under my supervision and 
Radioman First Class Oscar Olsen whose ear 
is cocked to the battle order radio’s speaker.  This 
is “GQ” as we have practiced it a hundred times.
 We ceased circling.  The time had come for 
the first assault wave to go in.  The leading ships 
of our column were turning toward the distant 
blue shoreline.  At full speed we charged through 
the green chop of that crystal morning, sheets 
of white spray drifting across the fore decks.  
An LCI at speed is an exhilarating craft to ride.  
Onward we dashed, barely skimming across 
the anchor chain of a transport toward which 
we were being carried by a current of almost 
incredible strength.  I puffed at a final pipe.
 “Sound beaching station,” said the voice tube 
before me, in the Captain’s Georgia accent.  A 
series of blasts on the klaxon.  In a twinkling the 
guns are deserted; an LCI when beaching has 
need for her men elsewhere.  Seamen, the “black 
gang,” the cooks, the colored steward, all are 
needed to operate the ramps.  “All troops below!”  
The company commander and Lt. Col. Cooper, 
artillery observer, were soon the only soldiers on 
deck.
 My companions now screwed up the steel 
shutters over the wheelhouse ports, leaving 
open only the one directly before me.  Through 
this solitary opening my field of vision was 
restricted to a view only of ahead and a very little 
on each side of the bow.  I could now see only 
the nearest LCI, as we deployed into beaching 
formation.  I knocked out my pipe and slipped a 
stick of gum into my cheek.
 The battle radio occasionally said something 
inconsequential (for the most part something 
about “having a message for” somebody) in a 
clipped British accent.  Alternately it tinkled—
of all incongruous melodies!—“Sur le Pont 
d’Avignon.”**
 We approached the bombarding line of 
destroyers.  The blue coast was now green and 
yellow.  Here and there drifted lazy banks of 
gray smoke.  I had Durivage sit on a stool beside 

his instrument.  I had heard of an LCI’s EOT 
operator being shot and falling across the brass 
handles, ringing up “FLANK SPEED AHEAD” in 
the engine room at the worst possible time.  I 
hoped that if I were hit I would fall the other 
way.
 Now we were inside the destroyer line.  I 
was aware for the first time of gun fire.  To my 
delight, I experienced no tendency to duck to 
the shots (at Salerno my ducking propensity had 
caused me keen embarrassment).  These first 
reports seemed to be those of our supporting 
guns and the explosion of our shells on the edge 
of the high ground back of the beach; I could 
see the black bursts on the crest ahead.  We 
charged in…fast.

 The water ahead of us was crowded with 
landing craft.  The beach was now plainly in 
sight.  It swarmed with men and vehicles.  It 
was black with them.  Over the water to our left I 
glimpsed a thin wisp of spray.  I knew what that 
was!  A German shell had landed there a second 
earlier.  We were not going to land un-resisted. 
 Dodging about among the welter of craft 
off the beach I lost sight of the LCI’s ahead of 
us.  We were running in toward a ravine that 
wound softly back from the beach, dividing 
the bluffs.  On a promontory on the right hand 

The LCI 408 and LCI 411 anchored in 
England, 24 March 1944.

(Photo courtesy of navsource.org – originally 
from US National Archives)
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side of the ravine there appeared to have been 
some ground breaking for a new house.  The 
earth was turned up.  There seemed to be a lot 
of “building material” and “workmen” around.  
From the very tip of the promontory a cloud 
of grey smoke poured.  As I looked, a glowing 
red object soared up from the vicinity.  It 
was answered by a stream of tracer fire from 
somewhere on our left, which bored into the 
base of the smoke.  Ricocheting tracers shot 
wildly off to the right.  Some landing craft was 
fighting back.
 The beach in this neighborhood, what little I 
could see of it, was crowded with boats, vehicles, 
and men.  One of the vehicles burst into red 
flame.  The water’s edge was so packed with 
boats that we could not get in.  “Twenty degrees 
right…Full right” said the voice tube in the 
captain’s voice: “FULL RIGHT, SIR!”  I sang out, 
and pressed the controller.
 This may be the best place for me to 
say that any direct quotations, aside from 
the stereotyped helm and engine orders, 
acknowledgments and reports, in this story are 
not guaranteed to be the exact words of the 
speaker.  Men in battle hear something said, 
absorb the gist of the remark, but are not aware 
of the precise words used.  This applies to such 
gems as “I have not yet begun to fight,” “Damn 
the torpedoes,” and “If you are ready Captain 
Gridley, you may fire,” as well as to the words 
said on LCI (L) 411 on June 6, 1944.
 We skirted the beach, running westward.  I 
was dimly conscious of gun and shell fire.  This 
was something new.  At Gela and Salerno the 
LCI’s had made their run exactly according to 
schedule.  We had had no competition.  But here 
it was different.  The first waves of small craft to 
hit the beach of Normandy were staying right 
there.  Their men lay where they had fallen, and 
the shattered craft lay high and dry as the tide 
receded.  There were no markers to guide our 
First Assault Wave; the men who were to have 
placed them were dead.  Even had we had our 
marker, the clutter at the water’s edge would 
have prevented our homing.  But in we would 
go, somewhere, anyhow, regardless.  We had our 
positive orders to get to that beach, even if one 
LCI had to push or to tow another in.  Philip H. 
Alston, Jr., obeys his orders.
 The captain ordered two more right turns, 

which brought us back somewhere close to 
the place we had first approached.  The skipper 
called down, “See those two LCI’s?  We will go in 
between them.”
 “Aye aye, sir!”  Any particular spot you 
prefer?”  I, God forgive me, was actually enjoying 
myself and was impelled to attempt a jaunty 
remark.  The two vessels indicated were almost 
directly ahead of us, lying perhaps seventy-five 
yards apart.  I saw that one was churning her 
propellers and had an impression that troops 
were clambering down the ramps of the other.
 ““No, just any place…right a bit…bring her 
right.”  The captain always likes to beach at exact 
right angles to the sand.
 ““Right a bit sir.  I’ll hold her on that tank.”
 “The mark I had selected lay just beyond the 
crest of the shingle beach.  It was a large green 
tank which had evidently got ashore only to roll 
into a trap.  It seemed intact, with its big gun in 
its rounded turret pointed aggressively, but there 
was no sign of life or movement in it or around 
it.  I did not hear the order given to “let go stern 
anchor.”
 “At full speed we rushed the littered beach.  
The ship grated over something half resisting, 
half yielding—“Sandbar!” I thought.  She slowed, 
heeled, then slipped on momentarily into the 
deeper water beyond.
 ““Stop All!”
 ““STOP ALL, SIR!” As I acknowledged the 
order Durivage swung up both handles of the 
EOT.  Obediently the little answer-back pointers 
followed.  “ALL STOPPED, SIR!” I shouted into 
the voice tube.
 ““Starboard ahead one.”  The captain 
proposed to use that one engine, running 
slowly, to hold our bow well onto the beach.
 ““STARBOARD AHEADING ONE!” I 
responded.  The verb “to ahead” is my own 
modest contribution to the English language.
 “I heard the ramps bang outward and down.  
I looked out of my porthole.  For only an instant.  
What I saw was not pleasant.  Our bow was clear 
up on the beach.  Close beside it lay two rows of 
men, soldiers for the most part but the boys tell 
me they saw sailors too, including one Negro 
lad, in those quiet ranks.
 “I have heard that a dead body can be 
distinguished from a live one by the fact that the 
one looks only like a bundle of old rags whereas 
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the other looks like a man.  I saw a number that 
answered the first description.  But many of the 
others who looked so alert and watchful behind 
their log breastworks must have been dead too—
for they never moved from first to last.  One 
soldier, lying very near us, had what looked like 
a fresh, clean cut of butcher’s meat in place of a 

head.  Across the head of the line a number of 
infantrymen were walking, in what struck me 
as a curiously matter of fact way.  It occurred 
to me that this was the precise way in which 
the British Tommies I had helped to land at 
Salerno had gone under fire.  These troops were 
probably from our ship.  Some of them lay down 
among the quiet men on the beach and pushed 
their weapons over the logs and other debris.  I 
noticed one who propped himself casually on 
one elbow and gazed seaward.
 “Somewhat to our right and a short distance 
beyond the beach stood the roofless walls of 
a dead-white house.  A large number of our 
soldiers were standing or moving in its shelter.  

The high ground in front of the ship was 
somewhat indented by a “draw,” lined, I believe, 
with trees and shrubs.  Up the draw and that 
path that joined it with the bone-colored house 
a large party of infantry, a company I should say, 
were deploying and working their way.  As for 
guiding tank, I have no recollection of having 

seen it again after 
we grounded on the 
pebbles.  It may have 
moved on.  Something 
went BLAP! on the 
far edge of the beach.  
Smoke materialized, 
and continued to pour 
from the spot.  I saw 
no flash.  No debris 
seemed to fly.  I could 
not see where the thing 
had come from, and 
had no curiosity to find 
out.  
 “I pulled my head 
quickly and sat down 
on the deck of the 
wheelhouse.  I had 
probably not been 
looking out for more 
than five or ten seconds.  
The impressions I have 
just given are not those 
of a trained, detached 
observer.  There were 
men on and near that 
beach who were there 
for the sole purpose of 

observing and reporting to you, who were given 
every facility for so doing and who were paid to 
do it.  I was there for quite another purpose, to 
carry out the orders of my captain; to listen for 
his commands and to see to their prompt and 
accurate execution.  My whole being had up to 
this time concentrated on guiding LCI (L) 411 to 
the beach.  Now that was finished and done.  Our 
mission was successfully accomplished.  Our 
troops had landed.
    “The most difficult time for us had now 
arrived.  We had nothing to do.  Until the troops 
were off we could only sit.  I had no illusions 
about our getting off the beach.  We had barely 
forced our way over the “sandbar” at full speed.  

USS LCI (L)-410 (far right) and USS LCI (L)-553 beached on Omaha 
Beach, during the Invasion of Normandy, 6 June 1944.  Photo 
courtesy of Navsource.org
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How would we manage without the momentum 
we had carried then?  And the tide was 
falling—fast!  Nobody knew that better than the 
quartermaster.  We three sat in the wheelhouse 
while a wave of despair swept over us.  I was 
no longer conscious of the radio, which at the 
moment of beaching had been rendering a 
snappy little British marching tune.  Every time 
an explosion occurred near us I would raise 
myself to one knee and call up to the captain 
to ask if he and Mundy were all right.  “We’re all 
right, Martin.”
 “Some minutes went by.  The captain called 
to me to “go down and see how the troops 
are getting on.”  I went down to the foot of the 
ladder leading from the rear of the wheelhouse 
to the main deck.
 “I stood in a brightly lighted world of familiar 
things.  Our bookshelf, our mess tables—our 
home!  The mess compartment forward was 
jammed with soldiers.  I called my question to 
them.  One of them answered me.  His was the 

only face I was conscious of.  It was a scholarly, 
pleasant, nearly middle-aged face wearing 
spectacles.  What it was he said I had forgotten 
ten seconds later, but I scrambled up the ladder 
and passed the information to the captain 
before it went from my mind.
 “Durivage had subsided from his stool and 
was prone on the deck.  I began to pray aloud.  
“Our Father who are in Heaven…ARE YOU ALL 
RIGHT, CAPTAIN?...hallowed be Thy name.  Thy 
kingdom come, Thy…ARE YOU ALL RIGHT UP 
THERE?...”
 “Ensign Allen crawled up the ladder and knelt 
in the entryway.  He was wearing a sky-blue gas 
suit with the parka drawn over his steel helmet 
so that he looked like a snowman.  I gave him a 
“thumb’s up” and a lopsided smile.  I continued 
the prayer.  At the conclusion we all crossed 
ourselves.  I am not a Catholic.
 ““Oh Mary Mother of Christ!”  I had never 
before invoked the Holy Mother, but now I 
clutched gratefully to her.

Troops are 
unloaded from 

the LCI (L) 
412 on Omaha 
Beach, 6 June 

1944. Note 
“half-track” 

weapons 
carriers at the 
water’s edge, 

with their 
guns pointing 
inland; troops 
dug in on the 

shore; and LCI 
(L) 412’s bow 

20mm gunner 
engaging 

enemy targets.  
Photo courtesy 

of Navsource.
org.
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 “CRASH! I flung myself sidewise to the deck.  
The ship reeled.  I thought the whole “conn” and 
the mast had gone.
 ““CAPTAIN!”
 “Silence.
 ““CAPTAIN! CAPTAIN ALSTON! ANSWER 
ME!”  No answer.  I shrieked up the tube.  “Oh, 
Christ they’ve got him!”  If this is a bad dream let 
me wake up now!  “CAPTAIN!”
 “Then to my unutterable relief, that quiet 
voice came floating down.  “Ah’me all right.  
Ah’ve just been sitting on the deck.”  Poor man, 
he had to raise his head above the guarding 
steel to use his end of the voice tube.  That never 
occurred to me until later.
 ““Martin, go down and see how many 
soldiers have to go yet.”
 “This time Olsen went.  He was somewhere 
in there all the time, but I was only vaguely 
aware of his presence.  Mr. Allen had drifted 
out.  I am not sure when.  The only recollection 
I have of Durivage is that I reached out to pat 
his shoulder and say something reassuring.  
Oley came back and called that “They are all off 
except Number Four Compartment.”
 “Jesus, Soldiers, shake a leg.  They are 
ranging on us.  Get off this ship.  They will hit 
us in a minute.  I was thoroughly aware that 
the obvious mark for a German gunner was the 
wheelhouse.  It stuck high in the air, shouting 
for attention.  It had big white diamonds, the 
mark of our Task Force, painted on it, perfect 
targets.  Anyone could know that here were 
concentrated the controls and the brain upon 
which all depended.  We sat or knelt on the deck 
and awaited the end.  Dear God, if we are going 
to be hit, please let it be over quickly…please…
 “A third time Lieutenant Alston called down 
for information, and again it was Olsen who 
went after it.  His answer was encouraging.
 ““They are all off now but one.”
 “SPANG!  We are hit this time and no mistake.  
Somewhere forward, I think. 
 “I had it in mind about this time to 
commence the Twenty-Third Psalm but do not 
know if I actually said it.  For orders began to 
come down.
 ““Retract the port ramp.”
 ““RETRACT THE PORT RAMP!”
 ““Declutch the engines.”

 ““DECLUTCH THE ENGINES!  GOD DAMN IT, 
DECLUTCH THE ENGINES!”
 “Observe the force of habit.  These orders 
were not intended for me, and there was no 
good reason why I should have screamed them 
at the world.  They were given to Mundy to 
transmit on the telephone, and had I used my 
head I would at least have snatched the hand-
phone from the bulkhead and spoken into that.  
But my response was automatic.  I was keyed to 
respond to what I heard coming down the voice 
tube.
 ““ALL ENGINES BACK FULL!”
 ““ALL BACK FULL, SIR!”  Durivage swung 
his handles backward and down.  I heard the 
answering tinkle in the drum of the telegraph 
and shouted “ALL BACKING FULL, SIR!”
 “Then I looked.  Oh horror!  Only the 
starboard engine had answered.  The answer-
back pointer for the port engine still stood at 
“STOP.”  Something wrong in the engine room!
 ““PORT ENGINE NOT ANSWERED, SIR!  
PORT NOT ANSWERED!”
 “Olsen reached over to give the port handle 
a vicious crank.  Oh, joy, the pointer snickered 
down.
 “I timidly looked out.  I could not believe it 
was true, but we seemed to be farther from the 
shore.  I felt no movement and did not expect to, 
but I thought we might actually be moving.
 “ALL STOP…STARBOARD AHEAD ONE…
TWO.  FULL LEFT RUDDER.”
 I looked again.  Oh, Dear Christ, we are afloat, 
we will get out of this place yet!  I knelt on the 
deck and guided the ship by the illuminated 
rudder angle indicator.  After a few seconds I 
looked up again.  I caught a mere glimpse of 
the shoreline as it passed out of view, then blue 
water ahead and our ships firing.
 Somebody opened the door to the deck and 
darted through.  “Shut the !&@?ff* door!” we 
shrieked in chorus.  Do you think we want a load 
of shrapnel in here?
 I stood up.  Now that the deadly beach was 
there we could not see it, I felt perfectly secure.  
The captain made several efforts to “con” me, 
then gave it up.  “You take her out Martin.  Just 
don’t run into anybody.”
 “Aye, aye, sir.”  I steered left, right, avoiding the 
swarm of landing craft.  “There is a Higgins Boat 
right under my bow, sir!  I can’t see him.  How 
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does he bear?  Never mind, I see him now…”
 An LCT lay ahead of us.  I sensed she 
was going down.  We sped past.  A trim sub-
chaser charged past, in-bound.  I suppose she 
was going to the rescue of that LCT.  A large 
destroyer came within the narrow field of my 
vision, steaming slowly from right to left, her 
main-battery guns mere “O’s.”  
 “Bring her right, pass under his stern, Martin.”  
BLAM! said a gun.  The “can” must have fired 
right over us.
 We were in clearer water now.  The boys 
opened up some more ports.  I saw a battleship 
on our starboard bow.  A tremendous sheet of 
white flame burst from her after turrets.
 As no German aircraft seemed to be about, 
the word to go to “modified GQ” was given.  
The captain came down, shook my hand and 
thanked me for “good steering.”  Seaman Elrod 
bounced in to take the helm, and I went to the 
rail and was briefly ill.
 When I compared notes with my shipmates 
I realized the full extent of God’s mercy to us all.  
First Class Cook Frank McDermott pointed 
out a bullet scar on the “conn” on the level with 
the skipper’s ankle.  That was the thing I thought 
had carried away the whole tower.  Another 
bullet had struck fairly on the port fore corner 
of the deckhouse, leaving a deep indentation.  
That one was the clean hit I had heard.  Ensign 
Laughlin was entertaining the deckhouse, a 
foot away when the thing smacked into us.  He 
declared it was aimed personally at him.  He is 
welcome to it.  The other was for me.
 The “sandbar” we had slithered over going in 
was in fact a log boom, put there for the specific 
purpose of stopping just such a ship as ours 
dead in her tracks.  To make the boom doubly 
effective, there were attached to it at least two 
“Tellermines.”  When we backed out these fearful 
devices were rolled right up into the horrified 
vision of Mr. Watkins’ fantail party.  Why did not 
one or both of them blast us from the face of the 
earth?  We of 411 are a religious crew, and we 
know Who decreed that both should be duds.
 Finally, as we backed off at full speed 
the anchor cable fouled in a “hedgehog,” a 
“Tetrahedron” or that other devilish product 
of the Teutonic engineering mind colorlessly 
known as “Element C” and was snipped in two.  

We left one good anchor and seventy-five feet 
of cable on the beach of Les Moulins.  But we 
brought off both our ramps—a point of honor 
with the LCI men.
 Not a man as much as scratched!  No work 
for Pharmacist’s Mate Pittinger nor for Lt. (jg.) 
David Osborne, our beloved “Doc” who has 
somehow managed to stay with 411 despite an 
order transferring him to another vessel.
 We have since returned to the beach head 
with reinforcements and I have made numerous 
attempts to locate the fiercely held strip we 
assaulted.  I have never been able to find it.  The 
bone-colored house, the wooded draw, all seem 
to have vanished.  Perhaps they have, shelled or 
bombed out of existence.
 It is quite possible they never existed.  As I 
have tried to explain, a fighting man in combat 
is an unreliable observer. ■

notes:
* Striker is a term used in the Navy for a man 
working directly under a particular job 
assignment in order to learn through on the 
job training. (Ex. A Quartermaster striker is a 
Quartermaster in training)

** “Sur le Pont d’Avignonis” is a popular French 
song about people dancing on the Pont 
d’Avignon (Pont St. Bénézet Bridge), most 
often used for creative dancing in various 
styles, because of its catchy tune.

Source:
This is an original article taken directly from 
“Our Navy” Magazine – Mid October 1944 - 
Issue.  “Our Navy” is no longer in publication.
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USS LCI NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP

Our membership is open to anyone who served in Landing Craft, Infantry, during WWII 
or anyone else interested in our small ships and the men who served aboard them. 

Please complete this form and mail it to the address indicated below with your first year’s dues.

DUES ARE $25.00 PER YEAR, June 1 through May 31.

I.  For application as a LCI Veteran: 

Name______________________________________________________________________________________

Which LCI did you serve on?___________________   What was your Rank/Rate?____________________

Address:___________________________________________________________________________________

City: _______________________________________   State:__________   Zip:_________________________

Date of Birth:________________________________   Phone #:________/____________________________

E-mail address:_____________________________________________________________________________

Occupation or Former Occupation: ____________________________________________________________

Wife’s Name________________________________________________________________________________

II. For Application as a Relative or Interested Person:

Name______________________________________________________________________________________

Address:___________________________________________________________________________________

City: _______________________________________   State:__________   Zip:_________________________

Date of Birth:________________________________   Phone #:________/____________________________

Are you related to someone who served on an LCI?   o Yes   o No

If so, what is the relationship? (i.e. father, grandfather, uncle, etc) _______________________________

What is/was his name? _____________________________________________________________________

On which LCI did he serve? ____________________

(If unknown or if you do not have a relative who served on an LCI, leave blank)

Please send this application with your check ($25) made payable to
USS LCI NATIONAL ASSOCIATION to:

USS LCI National Association
c/o Nehemiah Communications, Inc.

101 Rice Bent Way, Unit #6
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PORtLAnd 2014 REUnIOn UPdAtE! tARgEt: SEPtEmBER 2014

Members of the LCI Association Board of 
Directors are currently finalizing the dates with 
the Northwest Association, as well as having 
discussions with the Red Lion Hotel in Vancouver 
(WA) at the Quay.  No specific dates have been 
decided, but the latter part of September is the 
target.  We look forward to seeing all veterans, 
associate members, family, and friends this 
September!  

Veterans and their families from ALL other 
Amphibious Force Associations are also welcome 
to join us!

ANY AND ALL PORTLAND 2014 REUNION INFO 
WILL BE PUBLISHED IN COMING “ELSIE ITEM” 
ISSUES!

more photos from the 2013 Branson Reunion
A special thanks to Lynne Flanders and Cathy Goralka for all the great photos!

LSMer Ray Olley is glad to finally reunite 
with his buddy, Royal Wetzel of the LCI 70.

LCIers and their loved ones on the bus 
enjoying the scenery.

A group poses in Branson.

LCI men pose for a group photo before the 
banquet dinner.

December 2013: LCI 713 with fresh paint 
in Holbrook Landing in Portland, OR.  
Photo courtesy of Richard Lovell and 
the Amphibious Forces Museum.  The 

individuals that have been working on the 
LCI 713 have done a wonderful job!  We 

thank them for all of their hard work! 
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Chaplain’s Word

LIvIng LIKE 
WE’RE FAmILY

ONE OF MY GOALS FOR THE NEW YEAR is to clean up my office.  I began 
that project this week and found last year’s goals.  Some of you probably 

keep desks like that. 
 The New Year is traditionally a time for reflection.  We look back over the year and assess our 
successes and failures.  We gain some satisfaction over our successes, and we experience some grief 
and guilt over our failures.  Each time we face a new beginning. 
 Some time ago there was a Peanuts cartoon in which Lucy is in the outfield playing a baseball 
game.  Of course, Charlie Brown is on the mound pitching. Lucy calls out to him, “Hey, Manager!  
Ask your catcher if he still loves me!”  Charlie Brown interrupts his pitching and says to the catcher, 
“She wants to know if you still love her.”  Then, in the next frame, he turns to Lucy and yells to Lucy, 
“He says, No!’”  Then Lucy wants to know why not.  He relays the information to Lucy again: “He says 
there are so many reasons he can’t remember them all.”  This upsets Lucy, and she responds, “Really? 
That’s very depressing.”  Finally, Charlie Brown, exasperated, cries out, “Do you mind if we get on 
with the game?”  Lucy’s response is, “Game? What game?”  “The baseball game!” shouts Charlie 
Brown, to which Lucy responds, “Oh, that’s right. I was wondering why I was standing out here.”   
 The beginning of a new year is a good time for reminding ourselves why we are “standing out 
here.”  What is our purpose?  Why are we here?  
 The Apostle Paul speaks of purpose when he writes to the people in Ephesus: “How blessed is 
God!  And what a blessing he is... Long before he laid down earth’s foundations, he had us in mind, 
had settled on us as the focus of his love… Long, long ago he decided to adopt us into his family… 
What pleasure he took in planning this!” (Ephesians 1: 3-6, The Message).  
 Paul is speaking here of our destiny.  He says to us that we are destined to be God’s family.  Do 
you believe in destiny?  Do you believe you were put on this earth for a purpose?  Do you believe that 
written into your very genes is an ideal script for your life? 
 Some people have a very strong sense of destiny.  There are people who believe that God has a 
plan for their lives and they seek to live out that plan.  They trust God with their lives.  They believe 
that all things do work for the good for those who love God and they look for evidences of God’s 
providence in every aspect of their lives.
God doesn’t want our lives to be hum-drum, meaningless, depressing routines.  God wants 
something better for us than that.  That is why there are some things we need to recognize as we 
begin 2014. 
 We need to see that God loves doing a new thing.  You and I are often afraid of change. We long 
to be able to cling to the status quo.  Someone has said that status quo is Latin for “the mess we’re in.”  
It’s dangerous to stick to the status quo. 
 God has a plan for life and you are at the center of that plan.  If you believe a loving God has a plan 
for your life, won’t you likely be a more optimistic person than somebody who believes he is on his 
own?  Won’t you be more prone to get back up and try again after you’ve been knocked down?  Won’t 
you be more apt to look for ways to turn defeats into victories, if you really believed God is in control?
 You see God loves giving people a new start.  God wants something better for us in this New Year 
than we have experienced in the past.  God has made us family.  Maybe it’s time we lived like it!

Agape, Mike
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CO.831 “42” R.E. hAYnES – C.SP. CO. COmd.  SEP 15, 1942
U.S. nAvAL tRAInIng StAtIOn-gREAt LAKES, ILL.

Sailors pose for a photo in boot camp at the training station in Great Lakes, Illinois on 
September 15, 1942.  Taken only twenty days after enlisting in the United States Navy, 

Apprentice Seaman Stephen Ganzberger can be seen in this photograph standing in the 
3rd row, 11th from the right.  Stephen would see duty aboard the LCI (L) 329 and LCI (G) 65 

during the war in the Pacific.


